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Project

Assignment.
1.1 The Context
During this project, we work together with two stakeholders, Lectoraat
(DriveMKB) and the Drinkers pub. We will briefly explain who these two
stakeholders are so that it is clear what this project will contribute to. This
project will be in collaboration with the DriveMKB project from Lectoraat
and the Drinkers pub.


The Drinkers pub

The Drinkers pub was founded in 2015.


The Drinkers pub is one of the biggest beer bars in The Netherlands and is
located in the center of Eindhoven. They have a collection of the best beers
in the world and on top of that also serve excellent wines, cocktails and
other liquors. Their focal point is beer, they have a stunning collection
consisting of over 800+ beers. In addition, you can also eat various meals
at the Drinkers pub. 


DriveMKB

Duurzaam Regionaal Innovatief Veerkrachtig Ecosysteem voor het MKB. 

Drive stands for Sustainable Regional Innovative & Resilient Ecosystem for
SMEs in Eindhoven and Tilburg, with a focus on catering and retail. 


The reason for the project is the Corona crisis: Retail and catering are
sectors that have been hit particularly hard by the crisis and although a lot
of creativity and entrepreneurship have been tried to maintain turnover
(home delivery, limited openings, etc.) it has become clear that these
sectors are logically less resilient to crises like this one. 


The Drive MKB project aims to build an open-source platform on which
'plug & play' applications for data driven work are made available to
entrepreneurs. This platform is filled by collaborating entrepreneurs in this
project. We will often use (big) data and artificial intelligence (AI). The
applications will be developed by our students, in collaboration with
teachers, researchers and IT companies from the region. The aim is to
support entrepreneurs in their digital transformation, in order to create new
business.


1.2 Goal of the project
The goal of the project for the Drinker’s Pub is to come up with a datadriven technological solution to improve the overall experience of the
Drinker’s Pub for staff and customers. 


This goal fits in with the overall goal of the DriveMKB initiative of “building
an open-source platform on which 'plug & play' applications for data-driven
work are made available to entrepreneurs”. 


Within this project we will aim on improving the overall experience and
service by digital transformation on the following pillars
Take the tailored beer experience to a next level
Optimize the customer service by supporting the staff
Improve upon the customer engagement. 


















  



1.3 Problem analysis
At the moment, the Drinkers Pub is a classic pub with a very large beer
selection (over 800+ beers). Therefore it is hard to be well informed and
support the beer selection for both customers and staff. 


The Drinkers Pub currently doesn’t excel in online/offline branding and
their is no consistency across various media channels. The website is
working but doesn’t show information besides the opening hours and links
to their social media accounts. They are working on a new website which
uses Wordpress but the communication with the developer is poor. Their
social media accounts lacks consistency because they lack a distinct
visual identity to the outside world. Inside the bar they have 4 medium
sized TV screens installed and a large screen which is being used to show
the draft beer menu which is being supported by Wordpress.

For music inside the bar they use the Xenox platform. 



 





Because of this its hard for the customer to know what pub it is and what
they have to offer. By supporting their digital transformation we can
improve the customer’s pre/during/after-visit experience.


On top of that the work-load on staff currently varies highly based on
customer attendance. On busy days the staff has very high work-load,
while on less busy days the staff has quiet moments and has to do work in
the back of the pub. The Drinkers Pub really values high quality customer
service, which is compromised/jeopardised on busy nights. The digital
transformation could optimise service based on customer attendance. By
making part of the service digitaly supported we can take some of the
work-load off the staffs shoulders, especially on busy nights.

1.4 Scope and preconditions
The scope will be defined to make clear what will, and will not take place
during this project. 


Inside scop
Come up with a data driven solution using the Drinker’s Pub as our case
- Request from DriveMKB
This data driven solutions needs to be white labelled and thus usable by
other companies through open source - Request from DriveMKB
Design a style guide for the Drinker’s Pub - One of the issues that the
Drinker’s Pub face is the lack of consistent branding, we are going to
design a style guide for them which helps them in the future with
creating new assests. (Think of posters, merch, logos, social media, etc.
Support the creation of a new, engaging website. - The Drinker’s Pub
currently has an outdated, non informative website and it’s important to
align the style guide with a new website.


Outside our scop
Provide continuous marketing support - We are working on this project
for 10 weeks that means we are only designing the foundation for how
marketing assests should look like, we won’t design those assests
ourselves.
Manage the social media accounts for the Drinker’s Pub. - See above

1.5 Strategy
The strategy that we will be using during this project will be the  
“Double Diamond” strategy. The double diamond strategy is divided into
four different phases. The discover phase, where you gather the insights of
the problem through extensive research. The define phase, you filter
through all the information you gathered from phase one and eleborate on
it. The develop phase, this is the phase where you start making solutions to
the problem you defined within the first two phases, this is where you
ideate, prototype, validate ideas etc. Finally, you have the deliver phase,
this is where you iteratively build, test with the users/customers, refine your
work etc. The double diamond strategy works well for our project because
it will be very important for us to proceed step by step. We will first have to
clearly identify the problem before we can start thinking of possible
solutions. 



1.6

Research questions & methodology.

For our research we decided to change the design challenge provided by
driveMkb to suit our project more. We came up with the following design
challenge: “How can the Drinkers Pub be supported through data-driven
digital transformation in order to create a consistent and enhanced
experience for both staff and customer.” 


For the methodology we will be using the dot-framework, all our research
will be based on the dot-framework and the related strategies and
methods. On the next page you can see all our sub-research questions,
strategies and methods that will be used to support the main question/
design challenge.


Sub-questions can still be added onto during the project, and can also be
changed upon. 



1.6.1

Sub-questions.

In order to get a structured research we came up with multiple subquestions to support our main research question/design challenge. These
sub-questions are based on the 3 main points within this project, 1. the
customer (Rick & Wilko), 2. the staff (Christian & Evelien), 3. the design
and development of the solution. Pim will work on research question 1.4 &
2.4 (branding) to aid consistency. The work on research question 3 will be
divided later (starting week 7).
1. What data-driven requirements can

Methods

add consistency and enhance the
current customer experience?
1.1 What is the current customer

Participant Observatio

journey?

Interviews

1.2 What do competitors do to
attract customers, what
innovative/interactive concepts

n


Literature study

Best, good & bad practices

Interview/survey






are already proven?
1.3 How to use data to enhance the
customer experience?

Literature Study

Ideation

Prototyping

1.4 How can we make the brand
and its distinctive assets more
consistent and recognizable for
customers?

Literature Study

Best, good & Bad practices

Prototyping

Showroom

Usability testing

2. How can we enhance the
consistency of the service by
supporting the staff in their
activities?

Methods

2.1 What is the current staff
journey?

Fly on the Wall

Interviews

2.2 What do other companies do
to optimally schedule staff
taking into account work
experience and efficiency?

Literature study

Best, good & bad practices

Interview/survey


2.3 How to gather and use data
to improve staff efficiency?
2.4 How can we support the staff
with a consistent online  
presence?
3. What data-driven digital
solution can enhance both the
customers and the staffs
experience meeting quality
criteria for development?

Literature Study

Ideation

Prototyping

Literature Study

Ideation

Prototyping
Methods

3.1 What are relevant quality
criteria for software
development that should be
taken into account?

Literature study 
Expert interview 
Best, good & bad practices

3.2 How could we combine staff
& customer & development
requirements into one prototype/
solution?

Ideation/brainstorm

Proof of concept

Wireframing

Prototyping


3.3 To what extent does the
solution enhance both the
customers and the staffs
experience?

Pitching

Field trial

Usability testing

Benchmark test

Project

Organisation
2.1 Stakeholders & teammembers
Name

Email

Role & function Availability

Anouk
Sannen

huib.drinkerspub
@gmail.com

Client


Constanze
Thomassen

c.thomassen@fo
ntys.nl

(Drinker’s

For

Pub)

Client


(Lectorate

Interaction

feedback
and Q&A/
variable
Wednesday

Design)

Anisa Heijdenrijk

a.heijdenrijk@
student.fonty
s.nl

Wilko Verstegen

wilko.verstegen@
student.fontys.nl


Team 


Pim Dankers

p.dankers@stude
nt.fontys.nl

Process
facilitator

Rick Verwaal

rick.verwaal@stu
dent.fontys.nl

Team 


Christian Garofil

c.garofil@studen
t.fontys.nl

Project
facilitator

Evelien van de

Garde-Perik

e.vandegarde@
fontys.nl

Team 


External “Fly

Wednesday

on the Wall”

Member

Member

Member

Full-time

Full-time

Full-time

Full-time

1-2

Days

Activities & 
time plan
3.1 Phases of project
Like we explained in section 1.5 (strategy) we will be used the “Double Diamond” project strategy. The double
diamond strategy is divided into four different phases (Discover, Define, Develop, Deliver). We will give a timeline
with the amount of time we are going to spend within each phase.

Study week

Week 1 | Introduction

Week 2 | Discover phase
Week 3 | Discover phase

Week 4 (7/3) | Define phase

Week 5 (14/3) | Define
phase

Tasks
Briefing/debriefing - Start of project plan, Setting contact with Drinkers Pub, First meeting
at Drinkers Pub.
First iteration project plan, start of research document - individual research based on the
research questions. First iterations customer/staff journey.
Fly on the wall (Bar visit),

Expert

interview, discussed and improved research/research

findings. Delivered first iteration of the project plan.
Improving/iterating upon the project plan based upon the feedback, Brainstorm session
based on project goals and deliverables. Delivering second iteration project plan.
Further improve individual research, gather all research findings and discuss together.
Drinkers Pub visit (with the goal to see how the drinkers pub operates on a busy day).
Ideation/concepting session (create set of ideas / concepts). First sketches to further
improve the possible concepts.

Week 6 (21/3) | Develop
phase

FIRST DEMO

(Present first ideas/concepts to stakeholders). Further iterate on concepts

based upon feedback of DEMO. Start of styleguide.

Study week

Tasks

Week 7 (28/3) | Develop
phase

Start on research question 3. First wireframes/designs of solution. First tests of
wireframes to see how the user would interact with the solution. Review end of week to
discuss wireframes & tests

Week 8 (4/4) | Develop
phase

High-fidelity prototypes of solution. End of week 9 DEMO 2 (Present first iterations of
high-fidelity prototypes to stakeholder).

Week 9 (11/4) | Develop

Iterate upon high-fidelity prototype (based on feedback DEMO 2). User testing prototype.

Last iterations on prototype based on test results.

Week 10 (18/4) | Develop

Iterate upon high-fidelity prototype (based on feedback DEMO 2). User testing prototype.

Last iterations on prototype based on test results.

Week 13 (16/5) | Deliver
phase
Week 14 (23/5) | Final
delivery

DEMO (Present final product + advice to stakeholders). Transferdocument + advice
document for stakeholders.

FINAL

Finances & 
Risks
5.1 Potential risks

Closing because of sudden COVID policie
Failing to gather feedback from the Drinker’s Pu
Solution is too difficult to implemen
Group member can not be available because of being sick / covid

5.2 Keys to succes

Regular progress checks with stakeholders (DEMO’S)
Timeline / planning for the projec
Involving the end-users within the proces
Realistic and achievable scop
Communicate updates and help missing team members catch up

User

Stories

Userstory 1: Consistent experience
As a possible customer I want a consistent and recognizable experience of the
Drinkers Pub, because it will help me to become an engaged customer.

Acceptance criteria

The feature is done when:
Consistent brand and distinctive assets more consistent &
recognizable aswell from the streetside
The customer can see what you can order in that pub
The customer feels invited to come inside
The customer knows that this is an exclusive beer pub.

Userstory 2: High engagement with low threshold
As a possible customer I want a low threshold engaging experience in all
stages of interaction with the Drinkers Pub, because otherwise I will go
somewhere else.
Acceptance criteria

The feature is done when:
Easy digital interactive solutions that help to get an image of the beer
and food selection and share experiences through social media
Original method to interact with the beers / list.

User

Stories

Userstory 3: Staff & customer support food & drinks offer
As a staff member I need digital support regarding food & drink selection
on busy Pub, because the Drinkers Pub cares about high quality service.
Acceptance criteria

The feature is done when:
Easy digital interactive solutions that help to get an image of the beer
and food selection and share experiences through social media for both
staff & customers
All information about the beers is present digitaly.
All information about the food is present digitaly.
The menu can be opened digitaly (e.g QR code). 


Userstory 4: Customer wants to track and rate the beers.
As a customer, I want to be able to track all the beers that I have drank
and also rate these beers in order to avoid confusion in the ordering
process.

Acceptance criteria

The feature is done when:
The customer can track all the beers digitaly
The customer can give a rating to the beers he drank (tracked)
The customer can view others ratings/share his ratings.

User

Stories

Userstory 5: Getting a taste profile
As a customer, I would like to know what taste profile fits what kind of
beers so I know what to expect.
Acceptance criteria

The feature is done when:
The user knows what taste profile fits the best
The staff knows where to look and helps the customer to recommend
different beers that fits the profile.

Userstory 6: Customer needs information before visiting the pub
As a customer, I would like to have more information about the menu/
events before I visit the pub.
Acceptance criteria

The feature is done when:
There is a full menu available on the websit
Have special foods/drinks advertised on social medi
Have events advertised on social medi
See reviews of the pub (maybe ratings of the food/atmosphere by users)


User

Stories

Userstory 7: Employee wants to make social media posts easily.
As an employee, I want to be able to easiliy make social post within a
specific format to keep consistency in all our online outings.
Acceptance criteria

The feature is done when:
An employee can easily make social media posts following a specific
template(s)
An employee can choose from different templates based on the social
media post they want to make.
An employee has the option to choose between templates for multiple
social media’s.

